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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Let p be a prime number . n sid r cyclic codes of I ngth pn - 1 (primi tive 
yclic codes) ov r a ring F \vh r F is either a fidel of charaetcri tic p or the ring 
7Lpe (int g r� modulo p€). The ext nd  d c d is defined by adding an overall p arity 
ch ck. The p rmutation group of th xtend d cyclic code contains the cyclic group 
G Ll  (pn) � IF;n by def ini tion . L t n = mt. Then th extended cyclic code may 
admit the affinc gr up Gm = AGLm(/) as a pcrmutation gr up. The affine group 
AGLm(l) i defined in the f 1lowin g way. Let V = lFtn b the additive group of a 
finite field lFpn, and lFpt be a subfi ld of lFpn , n = mt. Con ider l a a vector space 
over lFpt of dimension m. Then Gm = AGLm(pt) = V · GLm(pt). 
Codes invariant  und r the group G1 are called affin -invariant code . ote 
that all groups Gm contain the group G 1· Our goal is to get full classification of 
binary and quat mary xtended cyclic codes that are invariant under the group G1 
for mall dimensions. 
The problem is well studied in ea  e of codes over a field .  Extended cyclic 
codes of length pn that are im'ariant under the affine group G1 = AG L l  (pn) were 
characterized by Kasami Lin and Peterson [16]. The general case is studied by 
Del arte [11]. He gave a necessary and sufficient condition for extended cyclic codes 
of length pn to be invariant  under Gm. Berger and Charpin [9] reformulated this 
condition in other terms and used i t  to calculate permutation groups of some codes .  
These result are also described in the Handbook of Coding Theory [14]. 
In [3 5] i t  is given one more neces ary and sufficient condition for codes to 
be invariant  under Gm. Of course , i t  is equivalent to conditions of Delsarte , but it  
looks much simpler . Moreover , this approach is generalized and applied to codes 
over 7Lpe (the ring of integers modulo p€). There is growing interest in such codes. In 
particular , i t  turns out that codes over 7L4 give a systematic way of constructing very 
good binary codes. For example , the famous Kerdock and Preparata codes are non-
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lhwar binary cod that ontain mor codewords than an ' comparable l inear code 
pre�cntly known . Hammons t aI . (13] howed that the Kerdock and Preparata  code 
can be v ry s imply construct d as binary images und r a certain map, call d the Gra ' 
map. of l in ar codes over 1:1, The K rdock and Preparata codes , considered as code 
over 1:1, are analogs of th elas i al R ed-r.Iuller cod s :  they have length 2n and they 
arc invar iant und r th affine group G1 = AG Ll (2n). Rec ntly connections of these 
codes to mutually unbi�ed bas " associat ion scheme , sph r ical onfigurations, t . 
W 1'e el i  cov r d (se , for example [4]). In case of e � 2 th re are only a few more 
.vorks: t. h paper [10] deals with the case m = 1 e = 2 and the paper [12] d ais 
with the case Tn = 1, and = 2 or p = 2, with different approaches . On t he other 
hand, case of nonpr imitive c elic cod s is con idered in [6, 7 ]. 
Despite the fact that in the general case there are necessary and sufficient 
conditions for codes to be invar iant under Gm there are no appropr iate enumerations 
of uch cod s .  Two important extremal cas s m = 1 and m = n, were studied in 
d tail in  [1, 2]. In the current paper we present a full descr iption  of b inary and 
quaternar y  affine- invar iant codes for n .:::; 7. 
The work is organ ized as follows . In Chapters 2 - 4 we recall basic notions 
and theorems from coding theory [15 17, 18 19]. In Chapter 5 we cons ider b inary 
and quatern ary  affine-invar iant codes and present our results . 
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Chapter 2: Ba ic properties of codes 
L t F = {al. a2,'" aq } be a s t of size q which we consider as a code 
alphabet and whose lem nt ar alled code symbol . I n  our thesis F mostly will 
b a fill it f ield IF q of ord r q el mcnts or r ing Z4 of integers modulo 4 .  
q-ar word of length n over F i a sequen e w = WIW2" . Wn with each 
WI E F for all /.  qu nce W ma al 0 be considered as the vec tor (Wl J • • •  , wn). A 
q-ar T 1 1  ck ode of length n over F is a nonempty set C of q-ary words with the same 
lengt h n. An el ment of C i all d a cod word in  C. The number ICI of codewords 
of C is called the ize of C. 
A code of length n and size It i called an (n, k)-code . The number (logq ICI)/n 
is called the i nformation  r ate of a code C of 1 ngth 11. 
Code over IF 2 and Z4 are called b inary and quaternary codes respectively. 
2.1 Hamming distance 
Let x = (Xl, ... Xn) and Y = (Yl)' . . ,Yn) be n-tuples.  The Hamming distance 
or di  tance d (x, y), between X and y is the number of coordinates in which X and Y 
differ, so the distance between two codewords i the m in imum number of transm ission 
errors requ ired to change o ne codeword into the other . The m inimum distance for 
a code dmin is the m in imum of all distances d(x , y) where x and y are distinc t  
codewords. We have 
where Xt and Yi are considered as words of length 1) and 
(2.1) 
Exampl . 1. Let x = 0101, Y = HOI . z = 1000, 0\' r IF2. Th n 
d(x,y) = 1, 
d(y,z) = 2, 
d (z, x) = 3. 
2. L t .r = 123, Y = 132, z = 321 over  Z ...  Th n 
d(x,y) = 2, 
d (y, z) = 3, 
d (z, x) = 2. 
Proposition 2.1 .1 Let x ,  y, z be words of length n over F.  Then we have 
1. 0::; d(x. y)::; n, 
2. d (x y) = a if and only if x = y, 
3. d(x, y) = d(y,x) , 
4· d (x, z) ::; d (x y) + d (y, z) (triangle inequality). 
Therefore Fn is a metric space wi th respect to dis tance d .  
2.2 Nearest neighbour decoding 
Suppose that codewords f rom a code C are be ing sent over  a communication 
channel . If a word x is received, the nearest neighbour decoding rule (or min imum 
distance decoding rule) will decode x to Cx if d (x, cx ) is minimal among all the 
codewords in C, i .e .  
d(x,cx)=min {d(x C) , CE C} 
2.3 Di tance of a cod 
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par t  from the I ngth and ize of a code ,  anoth r important and useful cha­
ra t r istlc of a cod is its di tanc . For a code C contain ing at I ast two words ,  the 
(min imum) di tanc of C' den t d b d( C), is 
d (C) = min {d (:T, y) : r, y E C .r i:- y }  . 
code of I ngth n, ize 1\1 and dis tance d is called an (n, AI, d)-code . The 
number' n, Af and d are call d th par ameters of th code . 
since 
Example. Let C = {OOOOO. 00101, 1 1 100}  be a binary code .  Then d(C) = 2 
d (00000, 00 10 1) = 2 .  
d (00000, 1 1 100) = 3, 
d (00 10 1 , 1 1 100) = 3. 
Therefore , C is a binary  (5,3, 2)-code . 
It turn out that the distance of a code is related to the error detecting and 
error-correct ing capabil it ies of the code .  
Let r be a pos it ive integer . A code C is r-error-detect ing  if whenever a code­
word incur at least one but at most  r errors the resulting word is not a codeword .  
A code C is exactly r-error-detect ing if i t  is r-error-detecting  but not ( 1' + l)-error­
detect ing.  
Example. 1 .  The binary  code C = {OOOOO, 0010 1 , 1 10 1 1 }  is I -error detecting 
s ince changing any codeword in one pos ition does not result in another codeword.  
In other words ,  
00000 -t 001 0 1  needs to change two bits 
00000 -t 1 10 1 1 needs to change four bits 
0010 1  -t 1 10 1 1 needs to change four bits 
In f act ,  C is exactly 1 -error-detect ing, as changing the third  and fifth pos ition 
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of 00000 will r suI t  in anothe r  codeword 00 10 1 .  0 C i not a 2-error-detecting code . 
2 .  The t mary code C = {OOOOOOOO. 00001 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 12222} is 3-error-detecting 
since changing an,' cod word in one or two or thr e po itions does not result in 
another codeword . In oth r words. 
00000000 ---* 0000 1 1 1 1  ne ds to change four positions; 
00000000 ---* 1 1 1 12222 11 ed 0 change eight posi tions; 
0000 1 1 11 ---* 1 1 1 12222 n ds to change ight positions . 
In f act , C is exac tly 3-c rror-d t cting, as changing each of the last four po­
si tions of 00000000 to 1 will resul t in th cod word 0000 1 1 1 1  (so C is not 4-error­
detecting) . 
Theorem 2.3.1 A code C l r-error-detecting if and only if d (C) � r + 1. that is, 
a code with dlstanc d is an exactly (d - l)-error-detecting code. 
Proof: If d( C)  < 7' + 1 ,  that is. d( C ) :s; T, then there exist Cl , C2 E C such 
that 1 :s; d( Cl. C2) = d( C) :s; r .  Therefore for the codeword Cl it is possible that 
d( C ) :s; r e rror prod uce a codeword C2 E C .  Hence, C is not an r-error-detecting 
code . 
Cony rsely. le t d (C) � r + 1 .  If C E C and x are such that 1 :s; d( c, x) :s; r < 
d( C)  then x (j:. C, hence. C is r-e rror-detecting. 0 
Let r be a po itive integer .  A code C is r-e rror-correc ting if minimum dis tance 
decoding is able to correct r or fewer  errors , assuming that the incomplete decoding 
rule is used . A code C i exactly r-e rror-correcting if i t  is r-error-correc ting but not 
(r + 1 )-error-correcting. 
Theorem 2.3.2 A code C is r-error-correcting if and only if d (C)  � 2r + I,  that 
is, a code with distance d is an exactly [(d - 1 )  /2]- error-correcting code. Here, [r] is 
the greatest integer less than or equal to r .  
Proof: Suppose that C is r-e rror-correc ting. If d(C) < 2r + 1, then there 
are distinct codewords c c! E C such that d( C c') = d( C) :s; 2r . Then there exists 
word c!' such that d( c, c!') :s; r and d( c!, c!') :s; r .  Therefore , the word c!' cannot be 
decoded uniquely. 
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Conversely. supp s that d( C) 2: 2r + 1 .  Let c be t he codeword ent and let x 
be the word received. If r or fewer rrors occur in the transmi sion, t hen d(r, c) ::; T­
Hence, for any codeword d E C  d =1= c, we hay 
d(x, c') 2: d(c , c') - d(x, c) 2: 2r + 1 - T = r + 1 > d(x, c). 
Ther fore , x \vill be decoded (corr c tly) to c by using th minimum dis t ance decoding 
rule. Hellce C is r-error-correc ting. 0 
Chapter 3: Linear codes 
A lin ar od of length n over the fin ite fi ld IF q is s imply a subspace of th 
\' c tor spac IF;. inc l in ar codes are vector spaces , the ir algebraic structures often 
make them easi r to de r ibe and us than nonlin ar codes . 
3.1 Vector spaces over finite fields 
Let IFq be the fin ite field of order q. nonempty set V together with addition 
op ration ,  and scalar multiplication by elements of IF q, is called a vector space (or 
linear pace) o\"er IFq if it atisfie the following conditions: for all u, v, w E V and 
for all A. /-1 E IF q : 
1. u+v E l'; 
2 .  (u+v)+w=u+(v+w); 
3. there is an element 0 E V with the property 0 + U = v = U + 0 for all v E V; 
4 .  for each U E V there is an element of V called -U, such that U + ( -u) = 0 = 
(-u) + U' 
5. U+ v = v + U' 
6. AV E V; 
7. A(U + v) = AU + AV (A + J-L)u = AU + J-LU' 
(AJ-L) U = A (J-Lu) . 
9. if 1 is the mult iplicative identity of IFq , then lu = u. 
Example. I t  is easy to ver ify that the following are vector spaces over the 
field IF q: 
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1. C1 = IF; and C2 = {O}. 
2. C3 = {( a, .. . , a) : a E IF q } . 
3 .  C1 = {(O. 0,0 0). (1,0,1,0), (0, 1,0,1) (1.1 1. I)} , q = 2. 
4. C5 = {(O, 0, 0). (0, 1. 2) (0,2, I)} , q = 3. 
n n mpty subs t C of a ector pace \l is called a subspac of V if i t  is 
its lf a ve tor spa e with th sam vector addition and scalar multiplication as the 
'pac V .  
Let \T 1 e a v ctor space ov r lFq. A linear combination of VI, .. .. Vr  E V is a 
,"e tor f the form A1V1 + ... + ArVr where AI,"" Ar E lFq are some scalars . 
Let i" be a v c tor space over IF q . A s t of vectors {VI, ... , vr} in V is called 
linearly independent if 
The set is linearly d pendent if it is not linearly independent; i .e . ,  if there are 
Al .. .. Ar E lFq, not all zero, such that A1V1 + ... + ArVr = O. 
If S = {VI, ... , vr} is a collection of vec tors then the set (S) generated by S 
the set of all linear combinations of VI, ... , Vr· 
3.2 Linear codes 
A linear code C of length n over IF q is a subspace of lF�. We consider below 
some examples . 
1. C = {(A, A, ... , A) : A E lFq}. This code is called a repetition code .  
2. C = {OOO, 100,010, 110}, q = 2. 
3. C = {OOOO, 1010,2020,2200,1100,0210,2110,1220, 0120}, q = 3. 
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L,t C be a lin ar code in IF;. For x = (X l ,  .. . , Xn ) E lF� and Y = (YI ..... Yn ) E 
lF� \\·c d('fill(' illl1('r product 
Th dual code of C is C..L, th rthogonal complement of the subspace C of 
lFTi• q' 
c..L = {x E lF� I x . Y = 0 for all c E C} 
Dimension of the lin ar ode C i th dimension of C as a vector spac over IF q' 
Theorem 3.2 .1 L t (' be a linear code of length n over lFq. Then, 
1. ICI = qdim(C) 1 . e  .. dim (C) = logq ICI. 
2. c..L 13 a linear code and dim (C) + dim (c..L) = n. 
A linear code C of length n and dimension k over IF q is often called a q-ary 
[n ,  k]-code or, if q is clear from the context, an [n, k]-code. It is also an (n qk) -linear 
code. If the distance d of C is known it is also called an [n, k, d]-linear code. 
Let C be a linear code. Code C is self-orthogonal if C S;;; C..L, and C is self­
dual if C = C..L. The dimension of a self-orthogonal code of length n must be :::; n/2 
and the dimension of a self-dual code of length n is n/2 . 
3.3 Hamming weight 
Let x be a word in lF�. The Hamming weight of x denoted by wt (x), is 
defined to be the number of nonzero coordinates in x; that is, wt  (x) = d (x, 0), 
where 0 is the zero word. 
For every element x E IF q , we can define the Hamming weight as follows 
wt  (x) = d (x, 0) = { 
0, 
1, x =1= 0, 
(3.1) 
x = O .  
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Then ,  wri t ing :r E IF; as x = (Xl , X2, ... , Xn ) , th Hamming we ight of x can 
aJ. 0 1)(' ('quival lltly defined as wt (x) = wt (xd + wt Cr2) + ... + wt (xn ) . 
For any prime power q and x y E IF; we have 
d (x, y) = wt (x - y) , 
wt (x) + wt (y) 2:: wt (x + y) 2: wt (x) - wt (y) . 
Let C be a code (not n c ssarily l in ar) . The minimum Hamming weight of 
C, denot d utt (C), is th smallest of  th we ights of the nonzero codewords of C. 
Th orem 3.3.1 Let C be a lm ar cod over IFq . Then d(C) = wt(C) . 
Example. Cons ider  the binary linear code C = (0000, 1101, 0011, 1110}. We 
-ee that 
Hence, d( C) = 2. 
wt (1101) = 3, 
wt (0011) = 2, 
wt (1110) = 3 
3.4 Bases for linear codes 
A linear code is a vector space , all its elements can be described in terms of 
a basis . Let A be a matrix over  IF q an elementary row operation performed on A is 
any one of the following three operations: 
1. Interchanging two rows 
2 .  Multiplying  a row by a nonzero scal ar, 
3. Replac ing a row by i ts sum with the scalar mult iple of another  row. 
The following are well known fac ts f rom linear algebra: 
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1 .  ny matrix Jl ov r IF q can be put in row echelon form (REF ) or reduced row 
ch 1 n f rm (RREF ) by a sequ nce of elem ntary row operations. In other 
words, a matrix is row equ ivalent to a matrix in REF or in RREF . 
2 .  For a given matrix. i ts RREF is un ique ,  but i t  may haye different REF . 
R call that th  differ nc b tween the RREF and the REF is that the leading 
nonzero ntry of a row in th RREF is equal to 1 and it  is the only nonzero 
entry in i ts olumn . 
Algorithm 1 (for finding a ba is of a linear code) 
Input :  A non mpt subset  S of IFq 
Output: A bas i  for C = < S > ,  the l inear code generated by S. 
De cr iption: Form the matrix A whose rows are the words in S. Use lemen­
tar ' row operations to find an REF of A. Then the nonzero rows of the REF form 
a basis for C .  
Algorithm 2 (choosing basis e lements from generating set ) 
Input :  A nonempty subse t  S of IF�. 
Output: A basis for C = < S > ,  the l inear code generated by S. 
Descr iption: Form the matrix A whose columns are the words in S. Use 
elementary row operations to put A in REF and locate the leading columns in the 
REF . Then the original columns of A corresponding to these leading columns form 
a basis for C. 
Algorithm 3 (finding a basis of the d ual code) 
Input : A nonempty subse t  S of IF�. 
Output :  A basis for the dual code C1-, where C = < S > .  
Description: Form the matrix A whose rows are the words in S. Use elemen­
tary row operations to place A in RREF . Let G be the k x n matrix consisting of all 
th , n  nz ro rows of th RREF : 
Th matrix G contain' Ii, leading columns . Permu te the columns of G to form 
G' = (h I X), 
wher  h d note the Ii, x k identity matrix. Form a matrix H' as follows: 
1 3  
(3 .2) 
where XT d notes the transpo e of X. Apply the inverse of the permutation applied 
to the columns of G to the columns of H' to fo rm H. Then the rows of H form a 
basis for C.l. 
3.5 Generator matrix and parity-check matrix 
In coding theory, a basis for a linear code is often represented in the form of 
a matrix, called a generator matrix while a matrix that represents a basis for the 
dual code is called a parity-check matrix. 
A generator matrix for a linear code C is a matrix G whose rows form a basis 
for C. A p arity-check matrix H for a linear code C is a generator matrix for the 
dual code C.l. 
1 .  If C is an [n, k] -linear code, then a generator matrix for C must be a k x n 
matrix and a pari ty-check matrix for C must be (n - k ) x n matrix. 
2 .  Algorithm 3 can be used to find generator and parity-check matrices for a lin ar 
code .  
3 .  A permutation (different from the ident ity ) of the rows of a generator matrix 
also leads to a different generator matrix. 
1 4  
'1. h rows of a gen rator matrix ar l in arly indep nden t .  The ame hold for 
thE' rows of a parity-eh ck matrix. To show that a k x n matrix G i indeed 
a g n rat I' matrix for a given [n, k] -linear code C, i t  suf ice to show that the 
rows of G are cod words in C and that they are linearly independent .  
lternativciy, on may also show that C is contained in the row spae of G. A 
g nc rator matrix of the fo rm (h I X) is said to be in s tandard form .  A parity-check 
mat rix in the form (Y I I n-k ) is said to b in standard form . 
Theor 111 3.5. 1 Let C be an [n,I.:] -linear code over IFq , with generator matrix G. 
Then v E IF; belongs to C.l if and only if v is orthogonal to  every row of G, that 
I • /J E C.l <=? l GT = O .  In particular, given an ( n - k) x n matrix H, then H is a 
parity-check matrix fOT C if and only if the TOWS of H aTe linearly independent and 
HGT = O .  
Theorem 3.5.2 Let C be a linear code and let H be a paTity-check matrix for C. 
Then 
1. C ha  distance � d if and only if any d - 1 columns of H are linearly indepen-
dent; 
2. C h as distance � d if and only if H has d columns that aTe lineaTly dependent. 
Proof: Let v = (VI, ... , Vn) E C be a word of weight e > O .  Suppose the 
nonzero coordinates are in the positions iI, . . .  , ie so that Vj = 0 if j � {iI, . . .  , ie}. 
Let Cj ( 1  � i � n) denote the ith column of H. By Theorem 3.5 . 1 code C contains a 
nonzero word (VI, . . .  ,vn ) of we ight e if and only if 
T T T o = vH = Vi Ct' + . . .  + Vi ci , l I e e 
this is true if and only if there are e columns of H that are l inearly dependent .  
To prove ( 1) :  the s tatement that the distance of C is � d is equivalent to 
say ing  that C does not contain any nonzero word of weight � d -I ,  which is in turn 
equivalent to say ing  that any d - 1 columns of H are l inearly independent .  
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imilarly 0 prov (2) :  th s tatement that the d istance of C is ::; d i eqUl­
valent to 'aying that C contain a nonzero word of weight ::; d, which is in turn 
C'quivalent to say ing that H has ::; d columns that are l in arly dependent, 0 
Corollary 3.5.3 Let C be a linear code and let H be a parity-check matrix for C. 
Then the following tat ment ar' quivalent: 
1. C ha, di tance d: 
2. any d - 1  columns of H aTe linearly independent and H has d columns that are 
linearly dependent. 
Theorem 3.5.4 If G = (J", I X) is the standard form generator matrix of an [n, k]­
code C. then a panty-ch ck matrix for C is H = (_XT I In-k) , 
3.6 Encoding with a linear code 
L t C be an [n, k, dJ -l inear ode over the fin ite field lFq. Each codeword of C 
can represent one p iece of information , so C can represent qk d istinct p ieces of infor­
mation . Once a bas is {Ti",. l Ik} is fixed for C each codeword v, or , equivalently, 
each of the qk p ieces of information , can be uniquely wr itten as a l inear combination 
v = Ulll + .. . + Uk1k where Ul,· .. ,Uk E Fq. 
Equivalently, we may set G to be the generator matr ix of C whose ith row 
is the vector Ii in the chosen bas is . Given a vec tor U = (Ul," ., Uk) E lF� it is clear 
that v = uG = Ulrl + ... + Uk1k is a codeword in C .  Conversely, any v E C can be 
written uniquely as v = uG, where U = (Ul' ... , Uk) E lF�. 
Hence , every word U E lF� can be encoded as v = uG. The process of 
representing the elements U of lF� as codewords v = uG in C is called encoding. 
Example. Let C be the binary [7, 3]-l inear code with the generator matr ix 
1 0 1  1 0 1  1 
G= o 1 0 1  1 0 1  (3.3) 
o 0 1 0 1  1 0 
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t h 11 he mes ag x = 110 it> ncod d as 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1  
II = .rG = (1l0) 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 = ll10110 (3 .4) 
o 0 1 0 1 1 0 
R mark: ome of th advantages of having the g nerator matrL,( of a l inear 
c de in standard form ar  follows : 
l .  If a l inear c de C has a g ne rator matrix G in standard form , G = (I I X) 
then Algorithm 3 at onc yields H = (- XT I I) as a parity-check matrix for 
C.  
2. I f  an [n k, d]- l inear code C has a g n rator matrix G in standard fo rm, G = 
(I I X), then it i trivial to recover the message u from the codeword v = uG 
s ince 
u = 'UG = H (I  I X) = (u, uX) 
3.7 Decoding of linear codes 
Let C be a l inear code of  length n over IF q, and let u E IF; be any vector of 
length n, we define the co et of  C determined by u to be the set 
C + u = {v + u : 'U E C} . 
\Ve note that , under the vec tor addition , IF; is a fin ite abelian group , and a 
l inear code C over  IF q of length n is also a subgroup of IF;. The coset of  a l inear code 
defined above coinc ides w ith the usual notion of  a coset in group theory. 
Example. Let q = 2 and C = {OOOO, 0101, 1010, 1111} 
C+lOOO = {1000,1101,0010,0111} 
C+OlOO= {0100,0001, lllO.1011} 
C+OOOI = { 0001, 0100, 10 1 1 . 1 1 10} 
Th or ill 3.7.1 Let e b an [n, k, dJ-lmear code ove7' the finite field IFq . Then 
1. every vector of IF� 1S contained in some co et of C; 
2. /07' all II E IF�. Ie + u l = IC I  = qk. 
3. for all n, v E IF�. tl E C + v impli that C + u = C + v; 
4· two coset ar either id ntical or they have empty intersection, 
5. there are qn k different eosets of C· 
6. f07' all u, v E IF;. u - vEe if and only if u and v are in the same coset. 
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Example. The co t o f  the binary linear code C = {OOOO . 1 10 1, 00 1 1 ,  1 1 10 }  
are as follows: 
OOOO+ C= {0000, 1 10 1 ,OO l l, 1 1 10} 
1000+ C= { 1000, 010I , 10 1 1, 0 1 10} 
OIOO+ C= {0100, 1001 , 0 1 1 1  1010} 
OOOI+ C= {OOOI 1 100 , 0010 , 1 1 1 1 }  
The above array is called a standard array. A word of  the least Hamming 
weight in a coset is called a co et leader .  In the previous example the first vectors 
in cosets are coset leaders .  
3.8 Nearest neighbour decoding for linear codes 
Let C be a linear code .  Assume the codeword v is transmitted and the word 
w is received, then the error patte rn (or error  string) is e = w - v E w + C. Therefore 
w - e = v E C so by p art (6) of  Theorem above , the error  pattern e and the received 
word ware in the s ame coset .  
1 
inc rror  patterns of small weight are the most likely to occur. nearest 
neighbour d coding work for a lin ar cod. C in th following mann r .  pon re­
c( iving the \ ord w, w choose a word e of least weight in the coset w + C and 
conclud that v = HI - e \va' th codeword tran mitt d. 
EXaInple. L t q = 2 nd C = {DODO, l lO l, 001 1 ,  1 1 1O } . Decode the following 
r ceiv d words: (a) IV = 10 1 1 , (b) w = l l 1 l .  F irst \/:e write down the tandard 
array of C 
OOOO+ C= {OOOO,l lO l,OO l . l lO } 
1 000+ C= { 1000, 0 10 1 , 10 1 1 . 0 1 10}  
O lOO+ C= {DIDO 100 1  0 1 l l .l 0 l 0} 
000 1 + C = { 0001, 1 100, 0010, 1 1 1 1 } 
(a) w = 10 1 1: w + C i th second coset .  The word of least we ight in 
this coset  is 1 000 (note that this is the unique coset  leader of this coset) .  Hence, 
1 0 1 1 - 1 000 = 00 1 1  was the most likely codeword transmitted. 
(b) w = 1 1 1 1: w + C is the four th coset .  There are two words of smallest 
weight 0001 and DO lO, in this coset .  If we are doing incomplete decoding we ask 
for a retransmission . If we are doing complete d coding, we arbitrarily choose one 
of the words of smallest we ight, say 0001 to be the e rror pattern, and conclude that 
1 1 1 1  - 0001 = 1 1 0  was a most likely codeword sent .  
3.9 Cyclic codes 
The linear code C of length n is a cyclic code if it is invariant under a cyclic 
shi ft :  
Let F be a field .  With every codeword c = (co, Cl , C2, ... Cn-2, Cn-I) E Fn we 
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associat th pol 'nomi 1 
If c is a c d word o f  th ode C, then we call c(x) the associated code poly­
nomial .  The shifted cod word c' has associated cod polynomial 
Thus c'(.:r:) is equal to th polynomial xc(x) modulo (xn - 1 ) .  If C is closed 
und r the cyclic hi ft maps p (x) --7 xj P (x) then C is a cyclic code. Therefore a 
linear code C � F [.r] / (:I.n - 1 )  is c clic if and only if C i � an ideal of  the quotient 
ring  F[.rJ/(.r.n - 1 ) .  
Theorem 3.9.1 Let C be a cyclic [n k] code over a field F with k > O .  Then there 
is a unique monic polynomial g(x) such that for every c(x) E F[x] with degc(x) < n, 
we have 
c(x) E C ¢::::::} g(x) ic(x) . 
Proof . First ,  if g(x) exis ts then it  must  be a codeword of C (since obviously 
g(x) lg(x) and it  is unique (since it  divides all other monic codewords in C) . 
Let g(x) be a monic nonzero codeword with a smallest degree in C (i f  nonzero 
codeword with a smallest degree is not monic , we can make it monic multiplying by a 
constant ) . For every u(x) E F[x] we have u (x)g(x) mod (xn - 1 )  E C. In particular, 
for every u (x ) E F[x], degu (x) < n - deg g(x) we have u(x) g(x) E C. Therefore 
all the polynomial multiples of  g(x) of degree less than n are codewords of  C. 
Let c(x) E C and write c(x) = u(x)g(x) + T (X) where degT (x) < degg (x) . 
ince both c(x) and u(x) g(x) are in C then T(X) = c(x) - u(x) g(x) E C. From the 
minimali ty of  degg we get that T(X) = 0,  i.e . c(x) is divisible by g(x) . 0 
The polynomial g(x) in Theorem 3 .9 . 1 is called the generatoT polynomial of 
the cyclic code C. 
TIl r m 3 .9 . 1 t at s the t a cycl ic [n, k] code C can be written as 
C = {u(x)g(x) I u(x) E F[x] degu(x) < n - degg(x) } .  
wher g('1') is the generator polynomial of C. 
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Th or m 3.9.2 Let J(x) be the generator polynomial of a cyclic tn, k] code over a 
field F. Then 
g(x)lxn - 1. 
Proof .  \Vr ite xn - 1  = h(x)g(x) + r(x) , where degr(x) < degg(x) . We have 
r(x) = - h(x)g(x) mod (xn - 1) 
and, from the propert of cycl ic codes, it follows that r (x) E C. This means that 
r (x) = 0, ince no other codeword in C can have degree smaller than degg . 0 
\\e can also state a converse to Theorem 3.9 .2 : if g(x) is a polynomial over 
F that divides I n - 1, then the set 
C = {U(X)g(I) I u(x) E F [x], degu(x) < n - degg(x) }  
is a cycl ic code . 
Let C be a cycl ic [n , k] code with a generator polynomial g(x) .  The check 
polynomial of C, denoted as h(x) is the monic polynomial of degree k obtained by 





C = {c(x) I degc(x) < n, c(x)h(x) -O(mod(xn - l)) } . 
Theorem 3.9.3 Let C be a cyclic tn, k] code over a field F and let h(x) = L�=o hjxj 
be the check polynomial of C. Then the dual code of C is a cyclic [n, n - k] code over 
F 11 hose generator polynomial i. 
k 
1. 1 � . 1 k 1) 9 (.r) = - L,; hk-jx) = - x h(�'- . 
110 . ho )=0 
h r for g1. (x ) is a seal d reciprocal polynomial of 11 (x) . 
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Chapter 4 :  Quaternary linear code 
L t Z I be tb ring of int ge l'S modulo 4, n b a positive integer .  and Z� be 
th ,ct. of n-tup l  ov  r Z l  ) i .e .  
11 ' nOI1- mpty sub e t  C of Z�l i called a quaternary code o r  simply and more 
pr  c is ly, a Zrcode or a od over  Z4 , and n is call d the 1 ngth of the code .  
The 71-tuple in Z�jl ar called words and n-tuples in a quaternary cod C are called 
cod words of C. 
For all (X l  . . . .  ) xn) and (YI . . . .  1 Yn) E Z� define a compon nt-wise addition 
then Z� becomes an additive abe lian group of order 4n . 
An T ubgroup of Zl is called a quaternary linear code ,  or  s imply Z4 -linear 
code .  For all (Xl , . . .  ) xn ) and (YI , . . .  Yn ) in Z� define 
",hich is called the inner product  of x and y .  
Let C be a quaternary linear code of length n .  Define 
Cl. = {x  E Z� I x . Y = 0 for all Y E C} . 
Then Cl. is a subgroup of Z� . Hence Cl. is also a quaternary linear code ,  called 
the dual code of C. If C C Cl. C is called a self orthogonal code .  If C = Cl. 
then C is called a self-dual code . Two quate rnary codes CI and C2 both of length 
n are said to be equivalent ,  if one can be obtained f rom the other by permuting the 
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coordinat �. Quat mar cod diff r only b a p rmutation of coordinates are aid 
to  b permlltatioIl- ql lival n . 
quat mar I yelic code C of 1 ngth n is a quaternary linear code C of length 
n with the prop rty 
As in the binary case, we ha a bijection 
A nonempty set of Z�l i a Z4-cyclic code if and only if the image under the above 
map 1 an ideal of th residue cla s ring Z. dX]j(xn - 1 ) .  
4.1 Generator Matrices 
Let C be a Z4-linear code of length 71 . A (k x n)-matrix  G over Z4 is called a 
generator matrix of C if th rows of G generate C and no proper  subset of the rows 
of G generates C. 
Any Z4-linear code C containing some nonzero codewords is permutation-
equivalent  to a Z4-linear code with a generator matrL,{ of the form 
X =  (4. 1 )  
where hl and h2 denote the kl x kl and k2 x k
2 identity matrices respectively, A 
and D are Z2-matrices , and B is a Z4-matrix .  Then C is an abelian group of type 
4k1 2k2 ,  C contains 22kl+k2 codewords , and C is a free Z4-module if and only if k2 = O .  
4 . 2  Th Gray Map and the Lee weight 
he Gray map l/J is d fin d in t he following way: 
0 -7 00, 
1 -7 0 1 ,  
2 -7 1 1 ,  
3 ---7 10 .  
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The map "4 i a bij c tion from Z4 to Z:] . But � is not an additive group homomor-
The Gray map is very related to the Lee we ight . The Lee weights of 0, 1 2 ,  
3 E Z4 are defined a follow : 
Then the Lee we ight wtL (X) of x = (Xl . . . . , Xn ) E Z� is the sum of the Lee we ights 
of i ts components 
n 
wtL (X) = L wtL (Xk) .  
k= l 
Lee distance is defined by 
It is easy to see that Lee we ight of a quaternary codeword is equal to Hamming 
(binary) we ight of i ts Gray image . 
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4.3 Th Quaternary Kerdock Codes 
L t m b any int ger 2=: 2 and h (X) be a basic pr imitive polynomial of degree 
m ov r Z.t such ha h(X) I(X2m - l  - 1 ) .  The xistence of such a polynomial h (X) 
f 1 10ws from the exi t nee of the Hen el l if t  [ 19] of the binar pr im itive pol nomial 
h (X) of degre m .  L t n = 2m - 1 and 9 (X) be the rec iprocal polynomial to 
the polynomial (.x'"n - 1 )  /(X - 1)  h (X) .  The short ned quaternary Kerdock code 
1(' (m ) is th quat rnary cyclic code of length 2m - 1 with generator polynomial 
9 (X). Th po iti ns of th coordinates of codeword of K'(m) are numbered as 
O . 1 ,  2 . . . .  , 2m - 2. 
The quaternary Kerdock code K ( m) i the code obtained from K'(m)  by 
adding a zero- um ch k symbol to each codeword of 1(' (m) at pos ition which is 
situated in front of th pos it ion O .  When m is an odd integer 2=: 3, the binary image 
of !\'" ( m ) (under th Gray map ) is the binary Kerdock code f{m+l of 1 ngth 2m+l . 
4.4 The Quaternary Preparata Codes 
L t m is an integer 2=: 2 h(X) is a bas ic pr im itive polynomial of degree m di­
viding  xn - 1  in Z4 [X] , where n = 2m - I ,  � is a root of h (X) in a Galo is r ing GR (4n ) ,  
and 9 (X) is the rec iprocal polynomial to the polynomial (xn - 1 )  / (X - 1 )  h (X) .  
The Z-l-cyclic code of length n with generator polynomial h (X) is called the shor­
tened quaternary Preparata code [ 19] and denoted by P'(m). The Z4-linear code 
obtained from P' (m) by adding a zero-sum check symbol to each codeword of P' (m) 
is called the quaternary Preparata code and denoted by P (m) . Code P' (m) has 
par ity check m atrix 
P (m) is the dual code of K (m) and has par ity check matr ix 
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Chapter 5 :  Affine-invariant codes 
L t IF q b a finite field of pn elements , p be a prime number . n extended 
cycli code of I ngth pn i� cal led affi l l  -invariant if i t  is invariant und r th a 'tion of 
the affin group 
It is a s  midir ct product of the additive group V = lF� and the multiplicative group 
GLI (pn ) = IF; of the field lFq . 
L t A = F[1  '] be the group ring of the abelian gr up V = lF� over a ring F:  
Op ration in A are given b : 
The element XO is the unity of the group ring A and A is a module over F of r ank 
pn with basis {XV I v E V } .  
vVe consider F-submodules of A as F-linear codes of length pn based on the 
alphabet F .  
The affine group G1 = AG Ll (pn) = V . G Ll (pn) acts on A: 
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G\-invariant 'ubmodul s of A are alled affine-invariant code . and GLI (pn )-invariant 
odes in 
A' = {L auXV I au E F} 
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ar cycl i code . If C' i a cycl ic code in A' then the extended c 'cl ic cod C i 
obtain d by mbedding:  
L QuXu f--t (- L av)XO + L auXu . 
l'fo ufO ufo 
From a ycl i cod C' one can construct an extended c cl ic code C of length pn . It 
cons ist of cod words (c , CO , Cl . . . .  , Cp"-2 )  E C , where (co CI , " " Cpn _2)  E C' and 
C + Co + Cl + . . .  + Cpn _2 = o.  
IIwariance of a code C � A under the action of the group V means that 
C is an ideal in the grouI ring A .  Therefore . the question of the classification of 
affine-im'ariant codes i quivalent to class ification of ideals in A ,  invariant under the 
5 . 1  Defining sets 
A cycl ic code C' of length pn - l over a field F is an ideal of F[x]/ (xpn- 1 - 1 ) , 
where the codeword 
is represented by the class of polynomial 
Cycl ic code C' is uniquely determined by its generating polynomial f (x) . Let w be 
a prim itive element of the field IF q '  Then the set T' of all numbers s ,  such that 
o < s � pn - 1 and f (WS) = 0 is called the defin ing set of C' . So elements wS , s E T' ,  
are all zeros of the polynomials of the cycl ic code C' . 
'onsid Jr th fall wing F-l in ar map of A:  
I f  ' � A' is a cycli cod then 
T = {8  I CPs ( c) = 0 Ve E C'} 
2 
i the d fining set of C' ( 
xt nded yclie co cle C. 
[ 1  3 ,  5] ) . Then T U {O}  will be the defin ing set of th 
For , 0  � � pn - 1 )  the p-adic expans ion is 
n - l  
= L iP\ (0 � 81 � P - 1) .  
i=Q 
The par tial ord r relation -< on {O) 1 ,  . . .  pn - I }  i '  defined as follows: 
\j ) T E {O .  1 , . . . , pn - I } : 8 -< T <===} Si � Ti ,  0 � 't � n - 1 .  
Theorem 5.1 . 1  ( [1 , 3, 5 ,  9] ) Let T be the defining set of an extended cyclic code 
C.  Then C i affine- invariant if and only if the condition s E T  implies t E T fOT 
any t -< 8 . 
5.2 Quaternary affine-invariant codes 
• ow we consider extended cyclic codes of length 2n over the r ing Z4 of  integers 
modulo 4 .  The ambient space will be 
Let C be an extended cycl ic code over Z4 in A ( i .e .  invariant  under GLl (2n ) ) . 
Th r ar \vo canoni al snbcod of C: 
C1 = (C + 2A)j2A (re idu code ) , 
2 = e n  2£1 = { E e l  2c = O} ( tor ion code ) . 
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Th y can be con 'id r d as l in ar codes ov r IF 2 . \Ve ay that (T1 T2) is th defining 
set of C if Tl and T2 ar the defin ing sets of Cl and C2 respectively, Assuming that 
Cz is naturally embe lded in A mod 2, we have 
\Ve will say that a quaternary cod is affine-invariant if i t  is invariant under action 
of th group AGL1 (2n ) . 
The following theorem is the main tool for our investigation . 
Theorem 5 .2 . 1 ( [1 ,  3 5] ) L t (Tl )  T2 ) be the defining set of an extended cyclic 
code C of length 2n over 1:4 , Then C i affine-invarwnt if and only if the following 
two properties hold: 
(i) s E Td , r -< s =? l' E Td fOT d = 1 ,  2 ;  
(i i) s = So  + . . . + � .  2i + 0 . 2i+l + 1 . 2i+2 + . .  , E T2 =? So + . . . + s� . 2i + 1 . 
2i+l + 0 , 2i+2 + . . .  E Tl . (Subscripts and superscripts modn.) 
ow we show that all known good series of quatern ary codes [ 1 3] are affine­
invariant .  o te that if S = so · 20 + s1 , 2
1 + . .  ' +Sn_l
· 2n- l  E Td then s · 2  mod (2n - l ) = 
Sn-l . 2° + So ' 21 + 
. . . + n-2 ' 2n-
1 E Td so we will denote by CI (so S1 , · , · , Sn-l )  = 
CI(so + SI . 2 1 + . . .  + Sn- l  
. 2n- 1 )  the cyclotomic coset of the number s = so ' 2° + SI ' 
21 + . . . + Sn- l  · 2n
-l tha t  is , numbers s ,  S ' 2 mod (2n - 1 )  S ·  2
2 mod (2n - 1 )  . , . , 
S . 2n- l mod ( 2n - 1) . 
Preparata code is given by the defining set (Tl '  T2 ) ,  where 
T1 = T2 = {CI(O, . . , 0) , CI ( I ,  0, . . . ) O) } .  
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I t  i clear that conditions of Theorem 5 .2 . 1 are ati £led . 0 t hi Z..-cod is affine­
invarian . "8 r odd Tl th Gr y image of the Z.rPreparata code determines binary 
(?n+1 22"+1 2n-2 , 6) C d [ 1 3] (G - e . ray map s nds elements 0, 1 , 2 3 of Z4 to the binary  
combination 00, 0 1 ,  1 1  1 0  r pec ively) .  
K rdock cod is th dual code to Pr parata  od , cons idered as Z.rcode . 
I t  i giv n by the following d fin ing e t :  
Tl = T2 = {O ,  1 2 , . . .  pn - I }  \ {CI( l ,  . . .  , 1) , Cl(O ,  1 , . . . , I ) } .  
For dd n th Gray image o f  th Z4-Kerdock code i bin ary (2n+1 . 4n , 2n _ 2(n- 1)/2 ) 
co Ie [ 13J . 
Quaternary Preparata and K rdock codes are particular cases of  quaternary 
Reed-Muller codes QRAf (r, 11 ) , defined by 
Tl = T2 = {Cl(so . . .  , Sn- 1 )  I So + 
. . . + 5n- 1  :s: n - 1 - r } .  
Quat .rmuy Reed-1.I  uller codes are also affine-invariant . Codes Q Rill (n - 2, n ) and 
QRllf ( l ,  n) are Preparata and Kerdock codes respective ly. Note that QRllf(r, n) 
is a l i fted Reed-1 Iuller code ,  in the sense that T1 = T2 and T1 de termines binary 
Reed-1Iuller code RAf(r  n ) . 
5.3 Binary affine-invariant codes for small dimensions 
In this sect ion we present a class ification of binary affine-invariant codes of 
dimens ions :s: 7. (In fact ,  we have full descr iption of  codes for n = 8, but we decided 
not p ut them in this thes is , s ince results take too much pages) .  
Tables 5 . 1 , 5 .4 ,5 . 7, 5 . 1 0  and 5 . 1 3  present structures o f  extended cyclic codes 
in dimensions 3 4,  5 6 and 7 respective ly. Here n-tuple (so ,  S 1 , . . .  , Sn- 1 )  denotes 
the cyclotomic coset Cl(so S l ,  . . . , Sn- 1 )  = Cl(so + S l  . 2
1 + . . .  + Sn-1 . 2n
- 1 ) of the 
number 5 = 50 . 20 + S 1  . 2
1 + . . . + Sn- 1  
. 2n- 1 , that is , numbers s, 5 · 2  mod (271 - 1) , 
s ·  22 mod (2n - 1 ) , . . .  , s . 2n- 1 mod (2n - 1 ) .  Using Theorem 5 . 1 . 1  we can find all 
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n-tuplp. · ,  carr ponding to binary affine-invariant code . The ' are pr ent d in the 
Tab] s 5 . 2, 5 .5 . 5 .  , 5 . 1 1  and 5 . 1 4 .  \ denote here 
Tk = {CI( 0, . . · ,  8n- l ) I 80 + . . .  + Sn- l :=:; k} ,  
80 rk d t rmines R ed-;"' Iuller cod RJ.,1(n - k - I ,  n) for k < n ( r n determin s the 
trivial code C = 0) . In ur tables, \\' put a defining s t T into a cell corresponding 
to  rk if T � Tk and T � rk- l . 
ow w xplain how to construct codes from defin ing sets. Let's consider the 
d fining 'e t generated by 5-tupl ( 1 1000) . It contains all 5-tuples that ar less than 
( 1 1000) with r p c t  to th ord r -< ,  that is 
T = ( 1 1 000) = {( 1 1000) ,  ( 1 0000) (OOOOO ) }  = {3, 6, 12 , 24, 17 ,  I ,  2, 4, , 16 ,  a} . 
Then th affine- invar iant cod with the defin ing set T is 
C = {a = L aaxa I <ps (a) = a all 8 E T} .  
a.ElF q 
Other description is the following. Let w be a primitive element of the field 
lFq. Consider polynomial 
The p olynomial g (x) generates a cyclic code C' and the extension of this code gives 
1.1 an affine-invariant  code C with defining set T. 
For n = 3 the defin ing set ( 100 I 100) determines Z4-Nordstrom-Robinson 
code .  It is simultaneously a Kerdock and Preparata code ,  and its Gray image is a 
binary nonlinear ( 1 6  28 , 6)-code . 
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5 . 4 Quat rnary affi n  - invariant code for small dimensions 
In this se ti n IN present a classification of quaternary affine-invariant odes 
of dim nsions ::; 7. 
{ :i l lg the cia- sificatiol1 of binar affine-iuvar iant code f rom the previous 
ctiun and with the h lp of Th orem 5 .2 . 1 w an find all n-tuples, corre ponding 
to quat r Ile ry affine- im'ariant cod s. They are presented in the Tables 5.3 5.6 , 5 .9 ,  
r.: . 1 2  and 5 . 15 ,  orresponding to  the cases n = 3 4, 5 6 and 7 respectively. We 
pre en ted " min imal' d fin ing ets (Tl , T2 ) of quaternary  affine-invariant codes, in 
the following 'en e .  If (Tl '  T2) is f rom our tables T' -;2 Tl and T' is a defining 
. et of _ome binary affine-invariant ode , then (T' ,  T2 ) is also the defining set of a 
quat mary affine-invar iant  code (since in this case (T' , T2 ) also satisfies conditions of 
Theor m 5.2 . 1 ) .  The enumeration of th defin ing sets i organized in the following 
way. \\ t' put a d<" fi ning 'et (Tl '  T2 ) into a cell corresponding to Rk if (Tl U T2) � Tk 
and (Tl U T2)  c£. Tk- l '  
A an example , now we show how to con truct the quaternary affine-invariant 
od from the defining set T = (Tl '  T2 ) = ( 1 0 100, 1 1000 I 1 1000) . As in the previous 
ec tion ,  we have 
T2 = ( 1 1000) = { ( 1 1 000) ,  ( 1 0000) (OOOOO) }  = {3, 6, 1 2  24, 1 7  1 , 2, 4, 8, 16 , 0 } , 
Tl = ( 1 0 1 00 1 1000) = { ( 1 0 1 00) ( 1 1000) ( 10000) ,  (OOOOO) } 
= {5, 1 0, 20, 9, 18, 3, 6, 1 2 , 24, 1 7, 1 , 2, 4 , 8, 16 , 0} . 
We compute polynomials 
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and 
Th polynomial gl (x) g n rates a cyclic binary code D� , we lift this code to 
a quat mary code C� with  th h lp of  H nsel lifting and the extens ion of  this code 
denote by C1 · The polynomial 92 (.1') generates a cyclic binary code D; , we lift this 
code to a quaternary code C� with the help of  Hensel lifting and the extens ion of  
this code denot by C2 . Then our quat mary affine-invar iant code with t he defin ing 
set T is 
Tabl 5 . 1 :  Binary codes for n = 3 
1 1 1  
1 1 0 
100 
000 
Table 5 .2 :  Defining et of binary affine-invariant codes for n = 3 
7'3 ( 1 1 1 ) 
T2 ( 1 1 0) 
1'1 ( 1 00) 
7'0 (000) 
Table 5.3 :  Defining sets of quaternary affine-invariant codes for n = 3 
R3 ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 
R2 ( 1 10 1 1 10) 
R1 ( 1 00 1 1 00) 
Ro (000 I 000) 
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Tabl 5 .  : Binary cod s for n = 4. 
1111 
1110 
1100 1 1010 
1000 
0000 
Table 5 .5 :  Defining et of binary affine-invariant cod s for n = 4 
1'4 (1111) 
7'3 (1110) 
1'2 (1100.1010) , (1100) , (1010) 
1'1 (1000) 
To (0000) 
Table 5 .6: Defining sets of quaternary affine-invariant codes for n = 4 
R4 (1111 1 1111) 
R3 (1110 1 1110) 
R2 (1100.1010 1 1100, 1010) , 
(1100, 1010 1 1100) , (1010, 1100 1 1010) 
R1 (1000 I 1000) 








Tabl 5 .7 :  Binary code for n = 5 
1 1 1 1 1  
1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 100 1 1010  
10 100 1 1000 
10000 
00000 
Tabl 5 .  : Defining sets of binary affine-invariant codes for n = 5 
7"5 ( 1 1 1 1 1 ) 
T4 ( 1 1 1 10) 
T3 ( 1 1 100, 1 1 010) , ( 1 1 100) , ( 1 1 0 10) 
T2 ( 1 0 100, 1 1 000) , ( 1 1000) , ( 1 0 100) 
T1 ( 10000) 
TO (00000) 
Table 5 .9 :  Defining sets of quaternary affine-invariant codes for n = 5 
( 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 
( 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 10) 
( 1 1 100, 1 10 10  1 1 1 1 00 , 1 1 0 10) , ( 1 1 100 1 10 10  1 1 1 100) 
( 1 10 10, 1 1 1 00 1 1 10 10) 
( 1 1 000 , 1 0 100 I 1 0 100 ,  1 1000) , ( 1 1000, 10010 I 1 1000) , 
( 1 01 00, 1 1000 1 1 0 100) 
( 1 0000 \ 1 0000) 









Table 5 . 10 :  Binary code for n = 6 
1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 00 1 1 1010  1 10 1 1 0  
1 1 1000 101 100 1 10100 I 10 1010  
10 1000 1 1 0000 100100 
100000 
000000 
Table 5. 1 1 :  Defining sets of binary affine-invariant codes for n = 6 
( 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 
( 1 1 1 1 1 0) 
( 1 1 1 1 00 1 10 1 10, 1 1 10 10) ( 1 1 1 100) , ( 1 1 1010) , ( 1 101 10) 
( 1 1 1 1 00 , 1 1 10 10) , ( 1 1 1 100 1 101 10) ( 1 1 1010 , 1 101 10) , 
( 1 1 1 1 00 , 1 10 1 10 , 10 10 10) ( 1 10 1 10  1 1 1000, 10 10 10) , 
( 1 1 1 1 00 , 10 101 0) , ( 1 10 1 10, 1 1 1000) , ( 1 101 10, 10 10 10) 
( 1 1 0 100 , 1 0 1 1 00 1 1 1000, 1010 10) , ( 1 1 0100) , ( 10 1 100) 
( 1 1 1 000) , ( 10 10 10) , ( 1 10100, 10 1 1 00) , ( 1 10100, 1 1 1000) , 
( 1 10 100 1 0 1010) , ( 1 0 1 1 00, 1 1 1000) , ( 10 1 100 , 1 0 1010) ,  
( 1 1 1 000, 1 0 1010) ( 1 10 100 10 1 100, 1 1 1000) , 
( 1 0 1 1 00 1 1 1000, 10 10 10) , ( 1 1 1000, 10 1010 , 1 1 0100) , 
( 10 10 10, 1 1 0 100, 1 0 1 100) , ( 1 1 1 000, 101010 , 100100) . 
( 10 10 10�1 10000, 1 00100) , ( 1 1 1000, 1 00 10
0) , ( 1 0 1010, 100100) 
( 1 01000, 1 10000, 1 00100) ( 1 10000) , ( 10 1000) , 












( 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 
( 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 0) 
( 1 1 1 100 . 1 1 10 1 0, 1 1 01 10  1 1 1 1 100, 1 1 10 10, 1 10 1 10) , 
( 1 1 1 100 . 1 1 10 10  1 1 1 1 100) , ( 1 1 1 010, 1 1 1 100, 1 1 01 10 1 1 1 10 10) 
( 1 10 1 10 , 1 1 1 0 10  1 1 10 1 10) , ( 1 1 1 100 ,  1 1 10 10, 1 1 0 1 1 0  1 1 1 1 100, 1 1 1010) 
( 1 1 1 100 . 1 1 0 1 10 , 1 1 10 1 0 1 1 1 1 100, 1 10 1 10) . 
( 1 1 1010 .  1 10 1 10 , 1 1 1 100 1 1 1 1010 , 1 1 0 1 10) , 
( 1 1 1 1 00. 1 1 0 1 10 , 10 10 10, 1 1 1010 1 1 1 1 100 1 10 1 10 , 1 0 10 10) , 
( 1 10 1 10 . 1 1 1000, 10 1010 , 1 1 10 10  1 1 10 1 10 , 1 1 1000. 1 0 10 10) , 
( 1 1 1 100 , 10 10 10 , 1 1 10 10  1 1 1 1 100, 1010 10) . 
( 1 1 0 1 10 . 1 1 1000, 1 1 10 10  1 1 1 0 1 10 , 1 1 1000) . 
( 1 1 0 1 10 . 1 0 10 10, 1 1 10 10  1 1 1 0 1 10 , 1010 10) 
( 1 1 1000. 1 0 1 100, 1 10 100, 10 10 10  1 1 1 1000 1 0 1 100, 1 10100, 1010 10) , 
( 1 10 100, 1 1 1000 10 10 10  1 1 1 01 00) ( 1 0 1 100, 1 10 100 1 1 0 1 100) 
( 1 1 1000. 1 0 1 1 00 1 1 1 1000) ( 1 0 10 10, 1 100 10  1 10 1010) , 
( 1 10 100 . 1 0 1 1 00 1 1 1000, 10 10 10  1 1 1 0100 10 1 100) , 
( 1 10 100 . 1 1 1000 10 10 10, 1 1 1 0100, 1 1 1000) . 
( 1 1 0 100 , 1 0 10 10  1 1 1000, 1 100 10  1 1 1 0100, 10 1010) , 
( 1 0 1 1 00, 1 1 1000, 1 10 100 1 10 1 100 1 1 1000) , 
( 1 01 1 00 . 1 01 010 , 1 10 100 1 1 0 1 100, 1010 10) , 
( 1 1 1000, 1 0 10 10, 1 0 1 100 1 1 1 1000, 10 10 10) , 
( 1 101 00 , 1 0 1 1 00, 1 1 1000, 1 0 10 10 1 1 10100, 1 0 1 1 00, 1 1 1000) , 
( 1 0 1 1 00 , 1 1 1 000, 1 0 10 10, 1 10 100 1 1 0 1 1 00, 1 1 1000, 1 0 10 10) , 
( 1 1 1000. 1 0 10 10, 1 10 100 1 0 1 1 00 1 10 10 10, 1 10 100) , 
( 10 10 10. 1 10 100, 1 0 1 100, 1 1 1000 1 1 0 10 10, 1 10100, 1 0 1 100) , 
( 1 1 1000, 1 0 1010 , 1 0 1 100 1 1 1 1000 10 1010 , 100100) , 
( 10 10 10 . 1 1 0000, 100100 1 1001 0  I 10 10 10 , 1 10000, 100100) , 
( 1 1 1000. 1 0 1 1 00 10 1000 1 1 1 1000 100100) , 
( 10 10 10; 1 100 10 ,  1 1 0 10 10 .  100100) , 
( 1 0 10 10. 1 1 00 10  1 1 0 10 10, 1 10000) 
( 1 10000 . 1 01 000 1 00100 I 1 10000 10 1000, 100100) , 
( 1 10000. 1 0 1000 1 1 10000) , ( 101000, 1 10000, 1 00100 1 10 1000) 
( 1 00 100 , 10 1000 I 100 100) , ( 1 10000, 10 1000, 1 00 100 1 1 10000, 10 1000) 
( 1 10000. 1 00 100 , 1 0 1000 1 1 10000 . 100 100) 
( 1 0 1 000. 1 00 100 , 1 10000 1 10 1000, 100100) 
( 100000 I 1 00000) 
(000000 I 000000) 
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Table 5 . 1 3 :  Binary cod s for n = 7 
l l l l l l l  
I l l l l 10 
l l 1 1 100 l l l 1010  l l l0 l l0 
1 1 1 1000 I l l0 100 l lO 1 100 1 0 1 1 100 l l l0000 
l l l0000 1 10 1000 1 0 1 1000 10 10 100 l lOO 100 




Table 5 . 1 4 :  Defining :;eL of binary affine-invariant code for n = 7 
r7 ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 
r(3 ( 1 1 1 1 1 10) 
r5 ( 1 1 1 1 1 00, 1 1 1 1 0 10 . 1 1 10 1 10) , ( 1 1 1 1 1 00) , ( 1 1 1 10 10) . 
( 1 1 1 0 1 1 0) , ( 1 1 1 1 100. 1 1 1 1 0 1 0) , ( 1 1 1 1 100, 1 1 10 1 10) , ( 1 1 1 1010  1 1 10 1 10) , 
( 1 1 1 1 100 . 1 1 0 1 0 1 0) , ( 1 1 1 1 0 1 0, 1 1 0 1 100) , ( 1 1 10 1 10 , 1 1 1 1000) 
r l ( 1 1 1 1000. 1 1 1 0 1 00, 1 1 0 1 100 , 101 1 1 00 , 1 1010 10) ( 1 1 10100) , ( 1 1 1 1000) , 
( 10 1 1 100) . ( 1 1 0 1 1 00) . ( 1 1 0 10 10) , ( 1 1 1 1000, 1 101 1 00) . ( 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 10100) , 
( 1 1 1 1000, 1 0 1 1 100) . ( 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 0 10 10) , ( 1 1 10100 1 101 100) . ( 1 1 10 100, 10 1 1 100) 
( 1 1 1 0 100, 1 10 1 0 1 0) , ( 1 1 0 1 100, 1 0 1 1 100) , ( 1 10 1 100, 1 10 1010) , ( 10 1 1 100 1 101010) , 
( 1 1 1 1000 . 1 1 10 1 00. 1 1 0 1 100) ( 1 10 1 100, 1 0 1 1 100, 1 101010) , 
( 1 1 10 100, 1 10 1 100 . 10 1 1 1 00) , 
( 1 10 10 10, 1 1 1 1000. 1 1 10 100) , ( 10 1 1 1 00 1 1 0 1010, 1 1 1 1 000) , 
( 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 1 0 1 00, 1 0 1 1 1 00) , ( 1 101 100 1 1 10 100, 1 1 1 1000) , 
( 1 1 10100, 1 1 0 1 1 00 . 1 10 1 0 1 0) , ( 1 0 1 1 1 00 , 1 101010 , 1 1 10100) , 
( 1 101010, 1 1 1 0 100. 1 1 0 1 100) , ( 1 1 1 1 000, 1 1 10 100 1 10 1 100, 1 1010 10) . 
( 1 1 10100. 1 10 1 1 00 . 1 1 0 1 0 10 . 1 0 1 1 1 00) , ( 1 101 100, 1 101010 . 10 1 1 100, 1 1 1 1000) , 
( 1 1010 1 0, 1 0 1 1 1 00 . 1 1 1 1000 1 1 10 100) , ( 1 0 1 1 100, 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 10100, 1 1 0 1 100) , 
( 1 1 1 1000, 10 10 100) , ( 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 00100) , ( 1 1 10100, 10 1 1000) . ( 1 1 0 1 100, 10 10100) , 
( 1 101 1 00 , 1 1 10000) , ( 1 0 1 1 100 , 1 10 1000) , ( 1 101010 1 100100) , ( 1 101010, 1 1 10000) , 
( 1 1 1 1000. 10 10 100 , 1 100100) . ( 1 101 100 , 1010 100, 1 1 10000) , 
( 1 101010 , 1 100 1 00 , 1 1 10000) ( 1 101 100, 1 101010, 1 1 10000) , 
( 1 1 0 1 1 00 . 1010100 . 1 1 1 1000) , ( 1 1 00100, 1 1 1 1000, 1 1010 10) 
r3 ( 1 1 10000, 1 10 1000, 1 0 1 1000, 10 10 100 1 100 100) , ( 1 1 10000) , ( 1 10 1000) , 
( 1 0 1 1 000) , ( 10 10 100) , ( 1 100100) ( 1 1 10000, 1 10 1000) . 
( 1 1 10000, 10 1 10000) ( 1 1 10000. 10 10100) , ( 1 1 10000 1 100 100) , 
( 1 101000, 10 1 1000) , ( 1 10 1000, 1010 100) , ( 1 101000 1 100100) , 
( 10 1 1000, 1 0 10 100) , ( 1 0 1 1 000 , 1 100100) , ( 10 10100, 1 100100) . 
( 1 1 10000 1 101000, 10 1 1 000) , ( 1 10 1000, 101 1000, 10 10 100) , 
( 10 1 1000, 1010 100. 1 100 100) ( 1 0 10 100, 1 100100, 1 1 10000) ,  
( 1 100 100 1 1 10000, 1 10 1000) ( 1 1 10000, 1 1 01000, 10 10 100) , 
( 1 101000 10 1 1000. 1 100100) , ( 10 1 1000 1010 100, 1 1 10000) , 
( 10 10100, 1 100100, 1 10 1000) , ( 1 1001 00, 1 1 10000, 101 1000) , 
( 1 1 10000, 1 10 1000. 1 0 1 1 000, 10 10100) ( 1 101000 101 1000 1010 100, 1 100100) , 
( 10 1 1000, 1010 100 . 1 1001 00, 1 1 10000) , ( 1010 100, 1 100 100, 1 1 10000, 1 101000) , 
( 1 100100, 1 1 10000. 1 101000, 10 1 1000) , ( 1 1 10000, 1001000) , 
( 1010100, 1 100000) , ( 1 100100, 1 0 10000) 
r2 ( 1 1 00000, 1 010000. 1001000) , ( 1 100000) ( 10100000) , 
( 1 001000) ( 1 100000, 1010000) , ( 1 100000, 1001000) , ( 1010000, 1001000) 
Tl ( 1000000) 
TO (0000000) 
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Table 5 . 1 5 :  Defining sets of quaternary affine-invariant codes for n = 7 
R7 ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 
R6 ( 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0) 
R5 ( 1 1 1 1 100 , 1 1 1 1 0 1 0, 1 1 10 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 100 1 1 1 1010 . 1 1 101 1 0) , 
( 1 1 1 1 100, 1 1 1 10 10  1 1 1 1 1 1 00) . ( 1 1 1 1010 , 1 1 1 1 1 00, 1 1 10 1 10 1 1 1 1 10 10) , 
( 1 1 10 1 10 , 1 1 1 10 1 0  1 1 1 10 1 1 0) ( 1 1 1 1 1 00, 1 1 1 1010 , 1 1 10 1 10  1 1 1 1 1 100, 1 1 1 1010) , 
( 1 1 1 1 100 , 1 1 10 1 10 , 1 1 1 10 1 0  1 1 1 1 1 100, 1 1 10 1 10) , 
( 1 1 1 10 10 , 1 1 10 1 10 , 1 1 1 1 100 1 1 1 1 1 010 , 1 1 10 1 1 0) , 
( 1 1 1 1 100 1 1 1 1 0 10  1 1 1 1 1 1 00, 1 10 1010) , 
( 1 1 1 1010 , 1 1 1 1 100, 1 1 10 1 10  1 0 1 10 10 1 1 1 1 1010 , 1 10 1 1 00) , 
( 1 1 10 1 10 , 1 1 1 1000 1 1 1 10 1 1 0, 1 1 1 1000) 
Table 5 . 16 :  D fining 'et of quaternary affin -invariant code for n = 7 (cant . ) 
R4 ( 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 10 100, 1 1 01 100, 101 1 100, 1 101010  I 
1 1 1 1 000, 1 1 10 100, 1 101 100, 101 1 100, 1 101010) , 
( 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 10010 1 1 1 1 1000) , ( 1 1 1 0 100 1 1 1 1 000, 1 1 01010 1 1 1 10 100) . 
( 1 10 1 100, 1 1 10 100, 10 1 1010  1 1 101 100) , ( 10 1 1 100, 1 101 100, 1 1 10 100 1 10 1 1 100) , 
( 1 1 0 1010, 1 1 1 00 1 0, 1 101 100 1 1 10 10 10) 
( 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 10 100, 1 1 1 0010, 1 1 01010  1 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 10100) , 
( 1 1 1 1 000. 1 101 100 1 1 10010 1 1 10 100 , 101 1010  1 1 1 1 1000, 1 101 100) . 
( 1 1 1 1000. 101 1 100, 1 101 100, 1 1 10 100 1 1 1 1 1000, 10 1 1 100) 
( 1 1 1 1 000, 1 1 0 1010. 1 1 10010, 1 101 100 1 1 1 1 1000, 1 101010) , 
( 1 1 10 100. 1 101 100, 1 1 1 1 000 1 10 1010  1 1 1 10100 1 1 01 100) , 
( 1 1 10 100 101 1 100, 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 0 1010  1 101 100 1 1 1 10100, 101 1 100) , 
( 1 1 10100, 1 101010 , 1 1 1 1 000, 1 1 10010, 1 101 100 1 1 1 10100, 1 10 1010) , 
( 1 10 1 100, 101 1 100 1 1 10100, 1 10 1010  1 1 101 100. 10 1 1 100) , 
( 1 10 1 100, 1 10 10 10  1 1 10 100, 1 1 1 00 10  1 1 10 1 100 1 101010) 
( 10 1 1 100 1 10 10 10, 1 101 100, 1 1 10 100 1 101 1 100 1 101010) 
( 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 10 100, 1 1 01 100, 10 1 1 100, 1 101010  1 1 1 1 1 000 1 1 10 100, 1 101 100) . 
( 1 1 10100, 1 101 100, 10 1 1 100, 1 1 1 1 000, 1 101010  1 1 1 10100, 1 101 100, 101 1 100) , 
( 1 1 0 1 100, 101 1 100 1 1 01 010, 1 1 1 0 100 1 1 101 100, 10 1 1 100 1 10 1010) , 
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( 10 1 1 100 1 10 10 10, 1 1 1 1 000, 1 101 100, 1 1 10 100 1 101 1 100, 1 101010 , 1 1 1 1 000) , 
( 1 1 01010. 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 1 0 100 1 1 100 10, 1 101 100 1 1 101010, 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 10100) . 
( 1 1 1 1 000 1 1 10 100, 1 0 1 1 100 1 1 0 1010  1 101 100 1 1 1 1 1000 1 1 10 100, 101 1 100) , 
( 1 1 1 0 100 1 101 100 1 10 1010  1 1 1 1 000 1 1 10010 1 1 1 10100, 1 101 100, 1 101010) , 
( 1 1 0 1 100 1 1 10 100, 1 1 1 1000, 101 10 10  I 1 101 100, 1 1 10100, 1 1 1 1 000) , 
( 1 0 1 1 100 1 10 10 10  1 1 10 100 1 10 1 100, 1 1 1 1000 1 101 1 100, 1 101010 , 1 1 10100) , 
( 1 1 0 1010, 1 1 10 100, 1 101 100 1 1 10010 1 1 1 1000 1 1 1 01010, 1 1 10 100 1 101 100) , 
( 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 10 100, 1 101 100, 1 10 10 10  10 1 1 100 1 1 1 1 1000, 1 1 10 100, 1 101 100, 1 101010) 
( 1 1 1 0100, 1 10 1 100 1 10 1010  10 1 1 100, 1 1 1 1 000 1 1 1 10100, 1 101 100, 1 101010 10 1 1 100) , 
( 1 1 0 1 100, 1 101010 , 1 0 1 1 100, 1 1 1 1 000, 1 1 10100 1 1 101 100, 1 101010 , 101 1 100, 1 1 1 1 000) , 
( 1 1 0 1010, 10 1 1 100, 1 1 1 1 000, 1 1 1 0 100 1 1 101010 , 1 0 1 1 100, 1 1 1 1 000, 1 1 10 100) , 
( 1 0 1 1 1 00, 1 1 1 1 000 1 1 10 100, 1 10 1 100, 1 101010  1 10 1 1 100 1 1 1 1 000, 1 1 10100, 1 101 100) , 
( 1 1 1 1 000, 10 10 100, 1 1 1 0010  1 1 1 1 1 000, 1010100) , 
( 1 1 1 1 000, 1 100 100, 1 0 1 1 100 1 1 1 1 1 000, 1 1 00100) 
( 1 1 1 0 100 1 1 1 1 000, 1 101010  1 1 1 1 0 100, 1 0 1 1000) 
( 1 1 0 1 1 00 1 1 1 0100 1 0 1 1 0 10  1 1 101 100, 1010100) , 
( 1 1 0 1 1 00, 1 1 1 0100, 1 0 1 101 0  1 1 10 1 100, 1 1 10000) , 
( 1 0 1 1 100, 1 10 1 100, 1 1 10 100 1 10 1 1 100 1 101000) , 
( 1 10 10 10, 1 1 1 00 10  1 10 1 100, 10 10100 I 1 10 1010, 1 1 00100) , 
( 1 10 1010, 1 1 1001 0, 1 101 100 1 1 10 1010, 1 1 10000) , 
( 1 1 1 1 000, 1 0 1 1 1 00, 1 10 1000 1 1 1 1 1 000, 1010100, 1 1 00100) , 
( 1 1 0 1 100, 1 1 10 100, 1 0 10 1 10  1 1 101 100, 1010100, 1 1 10000) , 
( 1 10 10 10  1 1 10010 , 1 1 0 1 100 1 1 10 1010 , 1 1 00100 1 1 10000) , 
( 1 1 0 1 100, 1 10 1010 , 1 1 10000 1 1 10 1 100, 1 101010, 1 1 10000) 
( 1 1 0 1 100, 1 1 1 1 000 1 0 1 1 100, 1 0 10 1 10  I 1 100100, 1 1 1 1 000, 1 10 1010) , 
( 1 1 1 1 000�1 10 101 0, 1 0 1 1 100 1 1 100 100, 1
1 1 1 000, 1 101010) 
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TRble 5 . 1 7 : D fining fiet of quaternary affin -invariant code for n = 7 (more cont . ) 
R3 ( 1 1 10000, 1 10 1000 10 1 1 000, 1010 100, 1 1 00100 1 
1 1 10000, 1 1 01000, 101 1000, 1010 100, 1 1 00100) , 
( 1 1 10000, 1 0 1 1 000 1 1 10000) , ( 1 101000, 1 1 10000, 1001010 1 1 101000) , 
( 10 1 1 000, 1 1 01 0000, 1 1 001 00 1 1 0 1 1000) , 
( 10 10100 , 1 1 00100, 1 0 1 1 000 1 1010100) , ( 1 100 100, 1 101000, 1001010  1 1 100100) 
( 1 1 10000, 1 101000 10 1 1 000 1001010 1 1 1 10000, 1 101000) , 
( 1 1 1 0000. 1 0 1 1 000, 1 1 0 1000, 1 1 00 100 1 1 1 10000, 1 0 1 1 000) , 
( 1 1 10000, 10 10 100, 1 0 1 1000, 1 1 00 100 1 1 1 10000, 1010100) , 
( 1 1 10000, 1 100100, 1 100010, 1 10 1000, 1001010 1 1 100100) , 
( 1 10 1000, 101 1000, 1 1 10000, 100 10 10  1 1 00100 1 1 10 1000, 101 1000) , 
( 1 1 01000, 1010100, 1 1 10000, 1 100100 1 0 1 1 000 1 1 010100) , 
( 1 101000, 1 1 00 100, 1 1 1 0000, 1001010 1 1 1 0 1 000, 1 1 00100) , 
( 10 1 1000, 1010 100, 1 1 01 000, 1 100 100 1 10 1 1 000, 10 10100) , 
( 10 1 1000, 1 1 00100, 1 10 1000 1 1 01 1000, 1 1 00100) 
( 1010 100, 1 100100, 1 0 1 1000, 1 10 1 000 1 10 10 100, 1 100100) , 
( 1 1 10000, 1 10 1000 1 0 1 1000 100 10 10 , 1 1 00 100 1 1 10 1000, 101 1000) , 
( 1 10 1000, 10 1 1000, 10 10100, 1 1 10000, 1 100100 1 1 0 1 1 000, 1010100) , 
( 10 1 1000, 1010100, 1 100 100, 1 101000 1 101 1000, 1010100, 1 100100) , 
( 10 10100 , 1 1 00 100, 1 1 1 0000, 1 0 1 1000, 1 10 1000 1 10 10100, 1 1 00100, 1 1 10000) , 
( 1 1 00100 1 1 10000 1 1 0 1000 1001010 , 1 0 1 1 000 1 1 100 100 1 1 10000, 1 101000) 
( 1 1 1 0000 1 10 1000, 10 10 100 1 1 00010 , 1 1 00100 1 1 1 1 0000, 1 101000; 1010100) , 
( 1 101000 10 1 1000 1 100100 1 1 10000, 1001010 1 1 10 1000, 101 1000 1 100100) , 
( 1 0 1 1000, 1010100, 1 1 10000, 1 101000, 1 1 00 100 1 10 1 1000, 1010100, 1 1 10000) , 
( 10 10100 1 100100, 1 1 01 000, 1 0 1 1 000, 1 1 1 0000 1 1 100100, 1 101000) , 
( 1 1 00100, 1 1 1 0000 10 1 1 000, 1 10 1000, 1 001010 1 1 1 00100, 10 1 1000) , 
( 1 1 10000, 1 101000, 10 1 1000, 1010100, 1 100100 1 1 1 1 0000, 1 101000, 10 1 1000, 1010100) , 
( 1 10 1000 10 1 1000 10 10 100, 1 1 00 100, 1 1 1 0000 1 1 101000, 10 1 1000, 1010100, 1 100100) , 
( 1 0 1 1 000, 10 10100, 1 100 100 1 1 10000, 1 10 1000 1 10 1 1000, 1010100, 1 1 00100, 1 1 1 0000) , 
( 10 10 100, 1 100100, 1 1 10000, 1 10 1000, 10 1 1000 1 1010100, 1 100100, 1 1 10000, 1 10 1000) , 
( 1 100 100 1 1 10000, 1 10 1 000, 1 0 1 1000, 1 001010  1 1 1 00 100, 1 1 10000, 1 101000, 1 0 1 1 000) , 
( 1 1 10000, 1 0 1 1000 I 1 1 1 0000, 1 00 1000) , 
( 10 10100, 1 100100, 1 0 1 1 000 1 10 10100, 1 100000) , 
( 1 1 00 100, 1 10 1000, 1 001010  I 1 10010� 1010000) 
R2 ( 1 1 00000, 10 10000, 1001000 1 1 1 00000, 1010000, 1 001000) , 
( 1 100000, 10 10000 1 1 100000) , ( 1 0 100000, 1 100000, 1001000 1 10100000) , 
( 100 1000, 10 10000 1 1001000) , ( 1 100000 1010000, 1 1 100000, 10 10000) , 
( 1 1 00000, 100 1000, 10 10000 1 1 1 00000, 1001000) , 
( 10 10000, 1 001000, 1 100000 1 10 10000, 1 00100) 
Rl ( 1000000 1 1 000000) 
Ro (0000000 I 0000000) 
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